
Welcome to all you ghouls and goblins! As you make your 
way around the museum looking for our spooky artifacts, please 
remember to keep all hands, claws, and paws to yourself. You can 
take pictures throughout, just no flash, it scares the monster under 

the tractor. We hope you have boo-rific good time! 

To find our first two artifacts, walk into Early Tennessee turn left and look 
for the wall of fossils. 

1. Many have heard of the terrible swamp creature! Look at the fossils to find 
the small creatures that once lurked under the water here in Tennessee.

2. This spooky skeleton sitting on a branch once prowled the forest of 
Tennessee. Circle the animal whose skeleton you see. (Mastodon, Red Panda, 
Giant Sloth) 

EARLY TENNESSEE GALLERY

Next, return to the Time Tunnel, walk into Forging a Nation and look to the 
right. This is where you will find your next artifact.

1. “Double Double Toil and Trouble,” can you find the cauldron that could be used 
to create a mysterious potion? Stop and pretend to stir your concoction!

2. This artifact may be a bit tricky, but as you walk farther into Forging a Nation, 
look in the area with the tall light up panels and a fancy jacket. In a lot of  
ghost stories, when the clock strikes midnight, the mischief starts! Find the 
grandfather clock and stomp your feet 12 times!

FORGING A NATION GALLERY
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CHANGE AND CHALLENGE GALLERY
For our next two artifacts, walk though Change and Challenge and around the 
bend. When you see a big blue car, you’ll know the artifacts are hidden nearby. 

1. Click clack, click clack the typewriter keys echoed into the night. Can you find 
the typewriter, that an author could use to write a scary story? Pretend you are 
an author and move your fingers like you are typing.

2. Turn around and find the radio that looks like a face! Families used to gather 
around the radio to listen to frightening stories. The most famous were written 
by HG Wells and gave many a fright! Turn to your group and in your scariest 
voice say, “Good evening goblins and ghouls!” 

TENNESSEE TRANSFORMS GALLERY
To find the next two artifacts, walk through Tennessee Transforms  
and proceed into the small gallery to the left of the entrance. 

1. Halloween is a time where we tell tall tales and  
legends. The Cherokee, who lived in Tennessee  
well before it was a state, had their own legends  
and tales. One of their spookiest was that of  
Spearfinger, an older woman who would lure  
children away. This tale was meant to teach  
Cherokee children to be wary of strangers  
and to keep close to home. Storytelling is  
still an important part of life for modern  
Cherokee. Once you find Spearfinger, count  
the spiders on her haversack.

2. Look up on the shelves along the wall to find  
an unusual water jug! BOOOO! What a scary  
face! Draw your own scary face on the jug. 

HALLWAY OUT
Our last artifact is in a tricky spot, but don’t let that scare you away! As you walk down 
the hall to leave, look for an old bucket. It might not seem that scary, but it was owned 
by the Bell Family. One of Tennessee’s most frightful ghost stories is about the Bell 
Witch, who haunted the Bell Family for years. Find it if you dare!

Exit Forging a Nation and take a right. The Civil War and Reconstruction exhibit is 
you next stop-right in the middle of the exhibit. 

1. “On a dark and spooky night…” is how many ghost stories start today. Can you 
find the place where civil war soldiers would have told stories to pass the time? 
What’s your favorite scary story? Tell your group.

CIVIL WAR GALLERY


